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About This Content

Fly through the Grand Canyon and over the iconic Vegas strip in US Cities X: Las Vegas for FSX: Steam Edition. Located in
the middle of the Nevada desert, Las Vegas is characterized by low buildings with a concentration of high-rise hotels and

casinos along one central strip.

US Cities X: Las Vegas includes more than just the famous downtown area. Other fascinating areas around the city are included
such as the majestic Grand Canyon and the mysterious Area 51 where rumours of flying saucers run wild. There is a whole lot
to explore in this VFR scenery pack, with all major buildings and landmarks plus all airports and heliports within the scenery

area. US Cities X: Las Vegas also includes a scenery density configuration tool accessible via the Steam Tools menu.

Features:

More than 3,930 major buildings included

Billboards and customized palm trees along "The Strip"

Full night textures included

Area 51 and Grand Canyon areas included

High resolution mesh terrain
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Major airports in and around the city are covered with high res ground images with customized mesh terrain (no new
building structures added) including McCarran Int’l, North Las Vegas, Henderson Executive, Yucca Airstrip, and more.

Enhanced terrain of Yucca valley and all the surrounding salt lakes based on Landsat imagery

Las Vegas Speedway Heliport

Highway traffic sound effects

Traffic on most major roads

Scenery density configuration tool, accessible from the Tools menu in your Steam library.
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Weeks ago, I found this game by accident on the Steam store. I shared a link to it with a friend just to joke about how weird it
f#cking looks. He joked about gifting it to me as a joke, and at the end days of the Summer sale, he actually did it. And holy
f#ck, what a let-down this thing is. Now sure, I wasn't exactly sure what to expect from it, but the whole game falls flat on my
opinion. And as I usually do, I'll start by talking about it's negative points.

First and foremost, the gameplay. It's f#cking boring. Have you ever played Arkanoid? Then this is it. The bulk of the gameplay
is the exact same f#cking thing. And the worst part is, it's easy as hell until you reach higher levels, however to reach higher
levels you gotta keep playing for 10 minutes in a game where even when you try to get yourself killed, it doesn't seem to happen.

Second, is the gimmick with the LSD-like effects. Sure they look cool, but the novelty of them wears off stupidly fast. Here's
the thing: the game on itself is boring and easy, adding those effects makes it nearly impossible to see what's happening... But it
won't matter because of you hold the trigger and move in one direction while spamming A, you'll still last for 15 minutes despite
not knowing what in the actual f#ck is happening. What's the point of the effects? To make it harder? To look cool? Who
knows, but it really doesn't do much to enhance the gameplay, it's just there as a selling point.

Third, the price. 3\u20ac ain't too bad but you'll expect a game this kind of average to get some sort of good deal during big
sales such as the Summer sale, which might I add, for most people it's the biggest one in Steam. Well, not for this game. All it
got was a miserable 15% discount with is nearly unnoticable. I even though of buying the game myself before the sale if it did
get a good discount but 15%? Even games that got released months ago got better discounts. And honestly, the game isn't worth
neither 3\u20ac or 2,40\u20ac. Maybe 1.

Lastly, the game looks... Kinda bland. Not talking about the seizure-inducing effects, those look cool, but the rest of the game?
All enemies are a variation of smiley faces either straight or turned upside down, the backgrounds rarely change the balls are
those same MS-Paint-looking smiley faces but green and at times with hats, most of it looks bland as hell, like something
straight out from the deepest parts of the Steam Greenlight.

Does the game have anything good though? Well...

The game works well with controllers. It's to be expected though, since as far as I'm aware, it was released first on Xbox360 and
then re-released on Steam.

The dev\/s did put a lot of effort on the LSD-like effects and the sounds. And for that they should be deeply commended.

...But I honestly can't think of anything else. I haven't played this game much, yeah. But there isn't really much to see before
you've seen it all. The whole game is all about some amazingly looking effects that don't really add up much to the whole
experience. Maybe it's fun to play this while high, who knows. But you gotta be high as hell on my oppinion to play too much of
it. I sure as hell though, gonna tell my friend to look if he can refund gifts.

TL;DR Edition: Cool effects and sounds on an underwhelming pong game that's not even pong, IT'S F#CKING ARKANOID
with smiley faces all over the place. The whole game is based around the novelty of having seizure-inducing effects that won't
let you see sh#t. It's a cool concept but executed poorly. Couldn't even stand an hour of this thing before I got sick and bored of
it.. Good experience.. A nice experience if you enjoy a casual puzzle game every now and then. everything for smug dancin.
good game for a quick nut. Classic when they switch jump and attack, without the option to change the bindings.. A really under-
rated game with excellent controls and a fair ammount of challenge.
Includes Gameboy like graphics, a good nostalgia vibe and some very memorable songs.. Really clumsy and opaque mission
editor: played about 4 or 5 "tutorials" and still can't figure it out. I was really hoping this would be a worthy Harpoon successor,
but the control system is so un-intuitive it's painful. I'm getting fed up and frustrated even before getting into the game. Also
really slow map scrolling and zooming, it's like clunk clunk clunk as you're trying to see what is happening. Anyone know where
I can re-buy the old Harpoon? It was miles better than this.
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Breakout with nicer graphics and mechanics. Fast-paced, decent music, boss fights, etc. Arcady and fun. Garbage game good
for achievements and trading cards. I am only giving positive because story was quite good.

+ quite good story, but the ending was compleatly banal
+ relaxing

- banal ending
- banal puzzles
- banal hidden objects scenes
- litlle short only 3 hours of play

The price of this game is a joke compared to the content - only worth buying on 75% sale.

Overall: 3\/10. well looked good for the price but steam lies neither can find or create a server..... PLEASE STEAM UPDATE
YOU GAME DISCRIPTIONS. They Butchered it!!! Full of Social Justice contnent that nobody asked for. Hint! You dont get
laid. Insted you get♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ and get to act bicurious! Hell, you even officiate a gay wedding?¿ Butchered i tell you..
When I was young, my brother and I received a game from our godmother that we had no idea what it was about. All we saw on
the case were the words "Lost Eden" and a pterodactyl flying over a jungle. We booted the game up and we started playing.
AND THEN THE MUSIC KICKED IN. My brother and I were freaked out and imeadiately turned off the game. We had
nightmares for weeks.
Flashforward a decade later, we start replaying the game with our cousin and we braved through it.
Flashforward another decade and it's finally on Steam and still one of my favorite games from childhood!. Title says it all. Every
time you lose, you just want to try one more time, until you've realised that you've had 100 goes already and that you should
probably stop for a bit!

A very good game.
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